Diagnosis of Parkinson's disease using electrovestibulography.
In this paper, a new method for diagnosis of Parkinson's disease (PD) based on the analysis of electrovestibulography (EVestG) signals is introduced. EVestG signals are in fact the vestibular response modulated by more cortical brain signals; they are recorded from the ear canal. EVestG data of 20 individuals with PD and 28 healthy controls were adopted from a previous study. The field potentials and their firing pattern in response to whole body tilt stimuli from both left and right ears were extracted. We investigated several statistical and fractal features of the field potentials and also their firing interval histograms followed by one-way analysis of variance to select pairs of features showing the most significant differences between individuals with Parkinson disease and the age-matched controls. Linear discriminant analysis classification was applied to every selected feature using a leave-one-out routine. The result of each feature's classifier was used in a heuristic average voting system to diagnose PD patients. The results show more than 95% accuracy for PD diagnosis. Given that the patients were at different stage of disease, the high accuracy of the results is encouraging for continuing exploration of the EVestG application to PD diagnosis as it may provide a quick and non-invasive screening tool.